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Helen M. Goetz

Home Agent-at-Large

June 1, 1961 - November 30, 1961

10 Situation

The duties of the Home Agent-at-Large comprise, in part, serving
the Homemaker Clubs in Gila County in cooperation with the County
Agricultural Agent. She also, upon assignment by the State Leader of
Home Economics Extension, will do home agent work in any county of
the State that is temporarily without a home agent or where special
assistance is needed. She may be called upon to assist the State
Leader and Home Economics Specialists in their work.

This Agent-at-targe had been on educational leave from September
1960 until May 31, 1961. During this time she did work toward a Master
of Science degree in the areas of Home Management and Family Economics
at The University of Arizona. This work gave the Agent a new perspective.
She feels that she gained tremendously from the experience and hopes to
make good use of the knowledge acquired in her work with Arizona Home
makers.

II. In-Service Training

Program Planning - August 28-30, 1961

During the fall three regional program planning meetings had been
scheduled by the administration. The Agent attended the one which
included Gila County since she works rather closely with the County
Agent of that county on the homemaker program.

Conducting such program planning meetings on a regional basis
seemed to work out ve� well since most of the counties within a region
have situations and problems that are similar. Such "airing" of
problems helps the agents to realize that their situations are not as

unique as they might think and that others may have the same or at least
similar difficulties. Furthermore, the experiences of other agents can

help them to evaluate the success of their own programso

The Agent feels that p�rticipation in such con!er�nces helps her

greatly in gaining a more thorough. understanding of the program planning
process.

.

4-H� Improvement - October 13, 1961

The Extension Specialist in Home Management conducted training
meetings in several counties introducing and testing new project manuals.
The Agent-at-Large participated in the one held in Pima CountYo This
gave her an opportunity to become acquainted with the revised project
and will be of help to her when working with 4-H Club members.
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III. !.2!!! � Country !:!f! Conference. - June 6..10, 1961

The Home Agent assisted the State Leader in various phases of
registration, coordination, assignment to classes, etc. She spent two
nights in the dormitory. Judging from the sessions that she attended
and the comments of women enrolled, this 15th Town and Country Life
Conference was a very fine one. Every year the Agent feels "this was

tops· but then the next conference again turns out to be such an

enlightening and worth while experience that it is actually impossible
to compare one conference with another. Every year the Agent wonders
how she could bring more women to the conference to enjoy the splendid
program.

Dr. Ruth Hall, Director of the School of Home Economics, had
asked the Agent to take her place and conduct a class entitled "New
Tools for the Homemaker". OVer one hundred women attended the two
sessions which were held in the equipment laboratory of the School of
Home Economics. A demonstration of the electronic oven was the main
feature. The Agent gave several short demonstrations and pointed out
the advantages and disadvantages of such a range. She gave the women

a not too complicated explanation of the principles on which the operation
is based and pointed out that the range is still in its early stages and
that improvements are being made from time to time. She also showed
the women several other nev pieces of equipment in the laboratory of
the School of Home Economics. One of her main thoughts was to make the
women aware of the strides being made in this line and that the home
maker must use wise judgment for ultimate satisfaction.

IV. 4-H Junior Leader Laboratory - June 11-16, 1961

The Agent attended the annual statewide 4-H Junior Leader Labo
ratory. This was the first time the Agent participated in such an

event. She was greatly impressed by the sincerity and interest of the

young people attending. This was a very fine group of young peopleo
It was the Agent's responsibility to work in the area of teaching
techniques that can successfully be used with first and second year
club members. PartiCipation in this laboratory was a stimulating
experience. The spirit and enthusiasm of these 4-H'ers were almost

contagious.

V. 4-H� 1!E.

The Agent served as an understudy for the Clothing Specialist for
all clothing project activities scheduled for 4- H Round Up. There was

a possibility of the Clothing Specialist being called away on an

emergency in her family. The Agent helped collect and set up judging
rings and was chairman of the clothing judging contest. The Dress Revue
is always a highlight of Round Up. The Agent gained experience working
with the Clothing Specialist on selecting and working out the theme,
judging wardrobe plans submitted by the entrants, and practicing with the
girls.

VI. Fairs
-

Judging demonstrations were given at four county fairs. The quality
of entries in general was goodo The Agent used the opportunity to make
such demonstrations as educational as the situation permittedo
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VII. Cochise County

It is always a very stimulating and enlightening experience to
work in Cochise County. The program is planned with foresight and is
executed at a speed and on a level that fits the groups.

Two years ago the homemaker groups of thi s county included basic
patterns into their program. With the completed pattern they wanted
to learn to make better dresses and eventually tailoring.

During the month of August the Agent-at-Large assisted the Cochise
County Home Agent with special interestw���hops. The women, in
preparation for their tailoring worishops to be conducted in the spring
of 1962, made pressing equJpment. The Agent and the Agent-at-Large
demonstrated pressing of wool and other fibers and blendso Basic
patterns were refitted as it was needed.

VIII. Q!!! County

The accomplishments of work done in Gila County are reported in
the Gila County Annual Report.

IX. !:!.!! County

The Agent-at-Large assisted the newly appointed Home Agent of Pima
County with a training meeting of vice-presidents of the homemaker
clubs. She was given the responsibility of wotking with newly elected
vice-presidents helping them to see their roles in thectUborganization.
The Agent first discussed with them the duties of a vice-president and
since the most important one would be to preside in the absence of the

president, the president's duties were outlined. "How to Work with
Groups" was the topic that followed, making the women realize why some

people act as they do and how to take the various personalities into
consideration when working with groups.

Unfortunately not enough time was available to review parliamentar,y
procedures and how one may familiarize oneself with themo

The Agent feels that such training sessions are very valuable to
vice-presidents, giving them an understanding of group organization and
confidence to take over when called upon.
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